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Section 1 of this essay explicates the concept of neutrality. Section 2 provides two 

arguments supporting a conception of Liberal Moral Neutrality. Given a certain 

understanding of moral and rational persons, I argue, moral neutrality is a fundamental 

and inescapable commitment. Section 3 shows how liberal moral neutrality leads to Liberal 

Political Neutrality. Fully grasping the nature of this liberal political neutrality, I argue in 

section 4, has radical implications for our understanding of the proper limits of 

government. 

 

  1. THE CONCEPT OF NEUTRALITY 

For the last few decades political theorists have vigorously debated whether liberalism is 

committed to some doctrine of ”neutrality,” and whether neutrality provides a plausible 

constraint on legitimate laws and policies. In my view, this long-running controversy has 

been disappointing: theorists tend to stake their claim as advocates or critics of neutrality, 

yet the precise contours of the concept and its justification remain vague. To be sure, we 

have witnessed some important advances. Discussions of neutrality are now careful to 

distinguish: (i) the idea that a justification (say, of a policy) should be neutral; (ii) the claim 

that the aims of policymakers should be neutral; (iii) the claim that the effects of policy 

should be neutral.1 Yet interpretations of neutrality are far more diverse than most analyses 

recognize. 2  Neutrality is sometimes understood as a doctrine about: constraints on 

legislation or legislators,3 the proper functions of the state,4 the prohibition of the state 
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“taking a stand” on some issues,5 the prohibition of the state enforcing moral character,6 or 

the requirement that the state take a stance of impartiality.7 Alternatively, neutrality can be 

understood as a requirement of a theory justice rather than state action.8 There are also 

differences about whether neutral states (or theories of justice, or legislators) are supposed 

to be neutral between conceptions of the good,9 controversial conceptions of the good,10 

conceptions of the good that citizens may rightfully adopt,11 comprehensive doctrines and 

conceptions of the good,12 particular sets of ends,13 particular or substantive conceptions of 

the good,14 ways of life,15 or final ends.16 And it is unclear whether every principle of 

neutrality is inherently one of liberal neutrality, or whether liberal neutrality is a specific 

sort of neutral principle.17  

 To make a start at clarifying just what the debate is about, I propose the following 

general definition-schema: 

A’s φ-ing is neutral between X and Y concerning X’s and Y’s difference D iff φ does 
not treat X and Y differentially on the basis of D. 

 

The definition-schema is, I think, fully general about claims concerning neutrality. It must 

be stressed that the definition-schema is not intended to resolve substantive disputes about 

the proper interpretation of neutrality; the aim is to get clearer about the variables around 

which controversy centers. Each conception of neutrality provides a different interpretation 

of the variables. The most familiar controversy, which I mentioned above, concerns the 

proper interpretation of “treatment.” Varying conceptions proffer different explications: 

those who think that neutrality requires neutrality of effect hold that unless A’s φ-ing has the 

same effect on X and Y with respect to D, A’s φ-ing treats them differently; those who 
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uphold neutrality of justification maintain that A treats X and Y the same when A has a 

justification for φ that does not appeal to D.  

 To better see how the definition-schema is to be applied, consider the classical case of a 

government that is neutral between two combatants. The government (A) is neutral 

between the combatants (X and Y) concerning the differences in their war aims (D) when 

A’s decision, say, about shipments of arms or war-related matters (φ) does not treat X and 

Y differentially on the basis of their war aims, alliances, etc. Note a few points. (i) The range 

of φ— what sorts of  actions must be neutral — is in dispute between different notions of 

state neutrality in war (just as it is in liberal neutrality). In 1914 President Wilson insisted 

that “The United States must be neutral in fact, as well as in name… We must be impartial 

in thought, as well as action, must put a curb upon our sentiments, as well as upon every 

transaction that might be construed as a preference of one party to the struggle before 

another.”18 But that is an extreme interpretation of φ (and was not lived up to). The 

Swedish Government in 1941 declared that “Neutrality does not demand that nations not 

participating in an armed conflict should be indifferent to the issues of the belligerents. The 

sympathies of neutrals may well lie entirely with one side, and a neutral does not violate 

his duties as long as he does not commit any unneutral acts that might aid the side he 

favors.”19 Adopting this, let us call φ such acts by the state. (ii) Notice that the Swedish 

doctrine explicitly allows that A (the neutral government) need not always refrain from 

different treatment of X and Y on the basis of their war aims (D): A’s public schools might 

still favor X’s aims, and treat X and Y differently in its curriculum, but this would not 

impair A’s neutrality regarding φ — e.g., arms shipments or war materials. (iii) Note also 
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that the definition-schema does not require a neutral A to always treat X and Y the same 

when φ-ing.  Suppose A sells arms to both X and Y, but X has paid and Y has not 

(international law allows neutrals to sell arms). Then A may treat X differently than Y even 

regarding φ, because the difference in treatment is not grounded on D (their war aims), but 

on whether payment has been made. 

 Moving a little closer to our concern, think about a neutral umpire. The neutral umpire 

(A) does not treat the players (X and Y) differentially with regard to what team they are on 

or whether she personally likes them (D), when making calls in the game (φ). But, of 

course, A does treat them differentially in making calls in the game (φ) depending on 

whether one has violated the rules. And A can still be a neutral umpire if, when buying 

Christmas presents, she selects her hometown team’s jersey, so does sometimes base her 

differential treatment on D (but not when φ-ing).20 

 Philosophy differs from mystery writing: in philosophy we can give the ending away 

without ruining the story. It may help to give a general description of the conceptions of 

neutrality that I defend here.   

Liberal Moral Neutrality: A [a free and equal reasonable moral person] making φ[a moral 
demand] addressed to Y [a free and equal reasonable moral person] must be neutral 
between X and Y [where A is also person X; that is where A is one of the relevant parties]: the 
justification of A’s moral demand must not treat Y and A differentially based on the 
differences (D) in their evaluative standards. 
  
Liberal Political Neutrality: A [an agent of the state] when φ-ing [exercising coercion on 
citizen X who is also a free and equal reasonable moral person, or participating in the 
authorization of such coercion] must be neutral between X and Y [where Y=any other 
rational citizen/moral person]: the justification of A’s coercion must not appeal to X’s 
and Y’s differences (D) in their evaluative standards. 
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Liberal Moral and Political Neutrality, as I explicate them, are not concerned with neutrality 

between conceptions of the good (or, more broadly, what I will call “evaluative standards”). 

Liberalism, I shall argue, is neutral between persons, and this neutrality requires not treating 

them differentially on the basis of their differing evaluative standards (or, loosely, 

conceptions of the good). Liberalism is not concerned with neutrality between conceptions 

of the good, as if conceptions of the good themselves had claims to neutral treatment. It is 

only because citizens hold such conceptions that neutrality between citizens has 

consequences for the way conceptions of the good can enter into moral and political 

justification. This might seem to be a distressingly pedantic point, but, I think, it helps us 

avoid confusion. Suppose at time t1 there are two conceptions of the good in society, C1 and 

C2 but at time t2, everyone has come to embrace C1. It would seem that, if liberalism is really 

committed to neutrality between conceptions of the good per se, then even at t2, it must be 

neutral between C1 and C2. But this seems implausible. As I understand liberal neutrality, 

since it is a requirement to be neutral between persons, appealing at t2 to C1 does not run 

afoul of neutrality, since there are no differences of citizens on this matter. So it is not in 

itself non-neutral to appeal to conceptions of the good; it all depends on the differences that 

obtain among moral persons and citizens. 

 

2. LIBERAL MORAL NEUTRALITY 

2.1 Free and equal moral persons 

I take as my starting point the supposition that we conceive of ourselves and others as (i) 

moral persons who are (ii) free and equal. Although these features are assumed in this 

essay, we should not suppose that that these assumptions cannot themselves be defended. 
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John Rawls rightly argues that this general conception of moral persons is implicit in our 

public culture.21 In much the same vein, I have argued that our commitment to the public 

justification of our moral demands on each other follows from our present conception of 

ourselves and others.22 Let me briefly explain each of these two fundamental characteristics. 

 A moral person is one who makes, and can act upon, moral demands. Moral persons 

thus conceive of themselves as advancing moral claims on others. Alternatively, we can say 

that moral persons understand themselves to be owed certain restraints and acts.23  Not all 

humans — not even all functioning adult humans — are moral persons: psychopaths do not 

appear to understand themselves as pressing moral claims on others that demand respect, 

nor do they see others as moral persons.24 As well as advancing moral claims, moral 

persons have the capability to act on justified moral claims made on them. In this sense 

moral persons are not solely devoted to their own ends; they have a capacity to put aside 

their personal ends and goals to act on justified moral claims. Moral persons, then, are not 

simply instrumentally rational agents; 25  they possess a capacity for moral autonomy.  

Insofar as moral autonomy presupposes the ability to distinguish one’s own ends from the 

moral claims of others, the idea of a moral person presupposes some cognitive skills.26  

 In the Second Treatise John Locke held that “The natural liberty of man is to be free from 

any superior power on earth, and not to be under the will or legislative authority of man, 

but to have only the law of Nature for his rule.”27 To conceive of oneself as morally free is to 

understand oneself as free from any natural moral authority that would accord others 

status to dictate one’s moral obligations. This is not at all to say that one sees oneself as 

unbound by any morality; as Locke suggests, we may have the law of nature as our rule. 

Although we are by no means committed to a natural law conception of morality, the 
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crucial point, again one in the spirit of Locke, is that free moral persons call on their own 

reason when deciding the dictates of moral law. A free person employs her own standards 

of evaluation when presented with claims about her moral liberties and obligations. A free 

person, we can say, has an interest in living in ways that accord with her own standards of 

rightness, value and goodness. At a minimum, to conceive of oneself as a morally free 

person is to see oneself as bound only by moral requirements that can be validated from 

one’s own point of view.28  This conception of freedom has much in common with Rawls’s 

notion of the rational autonomy of parties to the original position, according to which 

“there are no given antecedent principles external to their point of view to which they are 

bound.”29 

 Now to say that moral persons are equal is to claim, firstly, that qua moral persons they 

possess the minimum requisite moral personality so that they are equal participants in the 

moral enterprise and, secondly, that each is morally free insofar as no one is subjected to the 

moral authority of others. The equality of moral persons is their equality qua free moral 

persons: it is not a substantive principle of moral equality but is a presupposition of the 

practice of moral justification insofar as it defines the status of the participants in moral 

justification. While a modest conception of moral equality, it rules out some conceptions of 

moral justification. Rawls not only conceives of moral persons as advancing claims on each 

other, but stresses that they view themselves as “self-authenticating sources of valid 

claims.” 30  It would seem, and apparently Rawls agrees, that those who understand 

themselves as authenticating their own claims would not see themselves as bound to justify 

their claims on others — they would not suppose that only claims justified to others are 

valid.31 But to advance a self-authenticating claim on others is not to respect their moral 
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freedom, for others are bound only by moral claims that they can validate through their 

own reason: “there are no given antecedent principles external to their point of view to 

which they are bound.” The supposition of equal moral freedom thus requires that one’s 

moral claims can be validated by those to whom they are addressed. 

 Many have advanced stronger conceptions of moral equality. Some have claimed, for 

example, that the very practice of morality presupposes an “equal right of each to be treated 

only with justification.”32 In a similar vein S.I. Benn and R.S. Peters defended the principle 

that “The onus of justification rests on whoever would make distinctions….Presume 

equality until there is a reason to presume otherwise.”33 Such a principle of moral equality 

does not simply require us to justify our moral claims to others: it requires us to justify all 

our actions that disadvantage some.  Now, leaving aside whether some such presumptive 

egalitarian principle could be morally justified,34 this conception of moral equality is not 

presupposed by the very idea of a justified morality among free and equal moral persons. If 

I accept this principle, I claim that others act wrongly if they disadvantage me without good 

justification. But unless this non-discriminatory principle itself can be validated by others, I 

disrespect their moral freedom, as I am making a moral claim on them to non-

discriminatory action that is not validated by their own reason.  

 Validation from the rational and reflective perspective of another, however, is not the 

same as her actual consent. To treat another as a free and equal moral person is to accept 

that moral claims must be validated from her perspective when she employs her rational 

faculties in a competent manner and reflects upon them. Now, although as John Stuart Mill 

noted, there is a strong presumption that each knows her own perspective best, this is not 

necessarily so.35 Just as others can make sound judgments about a person’s beliefs and 
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principles, and be correct even when the person disagrees, so can others be correct, and the 

moral agent wrong, about what is validated from her perspective when she reflects on it. 

Knowledge of oneself is generally superior to others’ knowledge of one, but it is not 

indefeasible. People may withhold assent for a variety of reasons, including strategic 

objectives, pigheadedness, confusion, manifestly false beliefs, neurosis, and so on. 

Nevertheless, respect for the equal moral freedom of another requires that the presumption 

in favor of self-knowledge only be overridden given strong reasons for concluding that she 

has misunderstood what is validated from her own point of view. Suppose that Alf and 

Betty reasonably disagree about whether some moral principle P is validated from Betty’s 

rational and reflective perspective. Say that Alf has good reasons to conclude that Betty has 

misunderstood what is validated from her point of view: P, he says, really is validated from 

her point of view. Betty has reason to insist it isn’t. For Alf to insist that his merely 

reasonable view of Betty’s commitments override her own reasonable understanding of her 

moral perspective constitutes a violation of her moral freedom, for Alf is claiming authority 

to override her own reasonable understanding of her moral commitments with his merely 

reasonable view.36 Crucial to moral freedom is that, over a wide range of deliberative 

competency, that one’s moral deliberations lead you to conclude α authorizes you to 

believe α.37 

 

2.2 Morality as giving others reasons 

We can reach much the same conclusion by a different route. Rather than relying directly 

on respecting the equal moral freedom of others, we can appeal to a theory of moral reasons. 

Morality is inherently a rational and practical enterprise insofar as addressing moral claims 
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to others is to give them reasons to comply. To say that I have valid moral claims but these 

give others — even rational others — no reason to comply with them seems to undermine 

the point of advancing moral claims. If we are not simply concerned with calling others 

names — criticizing them for “doing wrong,” “being guilty,” “violating the rights of 

others,” and so on — what is the point of advancing moral claims that do not appeal to 

their rational nature? To be sure, views of morality that attenuate its practical or rational 

nature in this way are often defended. Some see moral judgments as essentially descriptive 

and so not essentially practical (“φ  is best described as a right action”). And some 

understand moral statements as a way express disapproval at what others are doing, and so 

are not essentially rational (“Boo to φ!”, “I disapprove of φ and you should too!”).  Such 

views do not capture the crux of moral practice: it is a way for us to relate to each other as 

rational agents, who can give each other reasons to perform, or refrain, from actions of 

certain types. 

 If we accept that morality is necessarily about giving reasons to others, then our 

understanding of moral justification will be deeply influenced by our understanding of 

what constitutes a reason. We cannot enter here into the complexities of different accounts 

of reasons; consider, however, a plausible view. To give someone a reason is to give her a 

consideration to φ that, if she employs her rational faculties in an informed, careful, 

competent, and reflective way, she can see as counting in favor of φ.  Suppose Alf claims 

that R is a reason for Betty to φ, but Alf admits that even were she to be fully informed 

about information that is relevant, and she carefully and competently reflects on R, she still 

could not see how R is a consideration in favor of φ-ing. It is hard to see in what way Alf 
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can say that R is a reason for Betty to φ; he has admitted that it really cannot be grasped by 

her reflective deliberation, and given that, it cannot be a reason for her to do anything. The 

idea of a reason that is unable to play a role in deliberation is surely odd. Perhaps it would 

be good for Betty to φ, but it seems implausible to say that she has any considerations that 

counts in favor of φ. 

 If we accept this plausible view of what it is to give another a reason, combined with our 

practical and rational conception of the moral enterprise, we are again led to the view that, 

for Alf to make a valid moral claim on Betty that she φs, this claim must be validated from 

Betty’s perspective: there must be a reason for her. 

 

2.2 Liberal Moral Neutrality 

Given the requirements for treating others as free and equal moral persons and the 

requirements of moral justification, the task of publicly justifying a moral principle P 

requires that P be validated from the perspective of each rational and reflective free and 

equal moral person. To publicly justify a moral principle is to justify it to all rational and 

reflective free and equal moral persons within some public, who confront each other as 

strangers.38 I shall assume that the relevant public here is something like a society; we could 

also define the public in terms of all persons (a universalistic cosmopolitan morality) or a 

smaller community. As our main concern is with morality insofar as it relates to political 

justice, focus on the notion of a society’s morality is appropriate.  

 Abstracting from the notions of goods, values, moral “intuitions” and so on, let us 

provisionally say that Σ is an evaluative standard for moral person Alf if and only if 
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holding Σ, along with various sound beliefs about the world, is a reason for or against a 

purported moral principle, etc. from Alf’s rational and reflective point of view.39  So a 

person’s evaluative standards are to be distinguished from justified moral requirements. 

Suppose, then, that Alf attempts to justify some moral principle P on the basis of his 

evaluative standard Σa, which is not shared by Betty. He clearly has not justified P. For P to 

be justified it must be validated from Betty’s viewpoint. Thus, appealing to an evaluative 

standard about which Alf and Betty rationally and reflectively disagree cannot be 

justificatory: if Betty’s careful and rational reflection cannot endorse Σa as a consideration in 

favor of P, then P has not yet been justified as a moral principle at all. Even if a careful, 

rational and reflective Betty can see Σa as a consideration in favor of P, this is still not 

enough to show that P is validated from her view. She might also have reason to embrace 

Σb and that may be a consideration against P; the matter then turns on which consideration 

defeats the other in her overall ranking of evaluative standards. 

 It is crucial to appreciate that this argument does not show that Alf has a moral 

obligation to justify his claims on Betty.40 One such a view, although Alf may have a moral 

obligation not to insist on P without justification, he might have an overriding moral 

obligation to act on P even if it cannot be justified to her. On the account I have articulated 

here, unless P is validated from Betty’s perspective, it is not a moral principle at all, and so 

cannot ground any moral reasons. Its status as a reason-giving moral principle applying to 

society depends on its validation from the public perspective.  Morality supposes 

impartiality, and impartiality requires that the principle by validated by all members of the 

moral public. 
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 If Alf is to respect others as free and equal moral persons and provide them with 

genuine moral claims, he is committed to: 

Liberal Moral Neutrality: Alf’s moral demands addressed to Betty must be neutral 
between his and Betty’s evaluative standards: the justification of Alf’s moral demands 
must not rely on relevant differences between his and Betty’s evaluative standards. 

 
Let us consider more carefully why Alf is committed to Liberal Moral Neutrality. 

 (i) We are supposing that Alf is committed to treating others as free and equal moral 

persons, and is he is a moral person committed to making moral demands on others. If this 

is so, he must advance moral demands on others, and for these to be valid moral demands 

(i.e., to actually be moral demands) they must be justified to those others.  

 (ii) Liberal Moral Neutrality does not require that Alf present, or even be aware of, the 

justifications for his moral demands — he may be unable to articulate arguments about 

what others have reason to accept. But for his moral demands to be genuine, they must 

provide considerations for all reflective and rational others. Now given this, it cannot be the 

case that their justification either favors his evaluative standards or theirs on a relevant 

difference between them. If there is a relevant difference (a difference that affects the 

justification of P), then if Alf is biased towards his own evaluative standards he will not be 

providing Betty with adequate reasons; should for some reason he favor Betty’s, then the 

moral demand would not be validated from his view: it would not provide him with a 

sufficient reason. Note that if their evaluative standards converge on P, then the 

justification of the demand may be based in their different evaluative standards because it 

would not then be exploiting a difference between them, but appealing to their 

commonality. This is important. Public justifications may be based either on consensus or 

convergence of evaluative standards.41 A consensus justification maintains that P is justified 
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because everyone has grounds to endorse it on the basis of the same evaluative standard; a 

convergence justification maintains that P is justified because Alf has grounds to endorse it 

on the basis Σa, Betty on the basis of Σb, etc. Now a consensus justification is perfectly 

neutral: the justification does not rely on our disagreements about evaluative standards but, 

instead, on our agreement about the implications of our standards. Thus we must reject the 

plausible idea that liberal neutrality prohibits appeal to “controversial conceptions of the 

good”; we see here that in some cases such appeals treat all as free and equal moral persons 

to whom we owe reasons. 

 (iii) It should be clear why “treatment” is to be understood in terms of justification. The 

reason we are led to Liberal Moral Neutrality is a conception of free and equal moral 

persons who are committed to making moral demands on others that provide reasons from 

everyone’s perspective. The grounding of morality is impartial treatment qua moral 

justification. Any more robust requirement of non-differential treatment — say, that every 

state policy should equally impact each conception of the good life — would have to be 

justified within the moral or political enterprises. Such robust conceptions of non-

differential treatment are surely not presuppositions of the moral enterprise itself. 

 

3. LIBERAL POLITICAL NEUTRALITY 

3.1 The Non-coercion Principle 

I deem this conception of moral neutrality  ”liberal” because it starts from the 

quintessentially liberal conception of moral persons as free and equal, rational and 

reflective, agents. It is not, however, liberal in any more substantive sense.  In order to move 

toward Liberal Political Neutrality we must first make a basic, and I think fairly 
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uncontroversial, claim within morality. If any claim can be justified within the constraints of 

Liberal Moral Neutrality, it is surely: 

 The Non-coercion Principle: (i) It is prima facie morally wrong for Alf to coerce Betty, or to 
employ force against her. (ii) With sufficient justification, Alf may have a moral right to 
use of coercion or force against Betty. 

Almost every liberal political philosopher has understood the Non-coercion Principle as a 

basic moral commitment of liberal political philosophy.  The principle’s core claim is that, 

other things equal, the use of force or coercion against another is wrong. To show that other 

things are not equal, and so that the use of force and coercion is morally permissible, a 

moral justification is required.42 

 It is hard to see a plausible case against the Non-coercion Principle.43 Whatever one’s 

evaluative standards, so long as one has any reason to act on them, and be so be an agent, 

one must have strong reason to object when others exercise force or coercion to thwart one’s 

agency. Someone who seeks to coerce you (without justification) to make you do as he 

wishes is attacking your fundamental interest in acting on your own evaluative standards. 

The wrongful coercer supplants your evaluative standards with his own as the grounds for 

your action. Jeffrey Reiman aptly describes this as a case of “subjugation”: i.e., “the 

judgment of one person prevails over the contrary judgment of another simply because it 

can and without adequate justification for believing it should.”44 As Reiman suggests, the 

“suspicion of subjugation” can be dispelled — we can distinguish “might from right” — if 

there is adequate justification:45 to say that coercion is “prima facie” wrong is to say that 

reasons can be provided to vindicate some instances of coercion. Suppose someone denies 

this: she says that coercion can never be justified: she accepts part (i) of the principle but 

denies (ii). Such an objector must, then, see self-defense as always wrong: in response to the 
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wrongful force by another, it would still be wrong for her to employ force to resist. Though 

some have advanced such extreme pacifist views, the claim that one is never justified in 

employing any degree of coercion to repel any wrongful aggression against oneself is 

highly counterintuitive; I will not pause to consider it further. If our agency is of 

fundamental importance to us, then we must accept that, at least in some cases, we have 

reason to endorse a principle that allows coercion — at the very least, to counter coercion 

against us. 

  

3.2 The moral claims of, and constraint on, liberal governors  

Government officials participate in the authorization of coercion; unjustified coercion is 

wrong, so if officials are not to act wrongly their coercion must be justified. Consider first 

the two-person case: official Alf is coercing citizen Betty, say, by imposing a law. So, at a 

minimum, Alf must have a justified moral liberty to coerce Betty: it must be, morally, not 

wrong for him to coerce her.46 And, of course, this justification must meet the demands of 

Liberal Moral Neutrality: he cannot favor his own evaluative standards. But for the same 

reason, the justification cannot favor the evaluative standards of some third party, Charlie, 

when coercing Betty. Now take any law that applies to both Betty and Charlie: the 

justification of the law Alf cannot exploit differences in Betty and Charlie’s evaluative 

standards, since then one of them will have inadequate reason to accept that Alf has a moral 

right to impose the law. So Alf’s act of imposing the law is only morally permissible if there 

is a justification for the imposition that meets Liberal Political Neutrality.47  

This all supposes that the Non-coercion Principle applies to governments and its 

agents (qua agents). This is not entirely uncontroversial; a recurring view in the history of 
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political philosophy insists that the “normal” moral restraints that apply to individual 

actors do not apply to the state; “the State, as such, certainly cannot be guilty of personal 

immorality, and it is hard to see how it can commit theft or murder in the sense in which 

these are moral offenses.”48 More generally, what has been called “political realism” insists 

that the constraints of “ordinary” morality are not applicable to politics.  As Machiavelli 

famously observed, “A man who wishes to make a profession of goodness in everything 

must necessarily come to grief among so many who are not good”49 If governors have a 

duty to protect the interests of their citizens, it has seemed to many that in the 

unpredictable and morally lax environment in which politicians often operate, they must 

ignore the normal precepts of everyday morality and look to promote the good of their 

people. As the realist sees it, to insist that the Non-coercion Principle applies to those in 

government fails to appreciate the distinctive character of the political. 

 We need to distinguish three different conceptions of the special nature of politics.50 

(i) The “realist” insists that there is an “ineluctable tension between the moral command 

and the requirements of successful political action.”51 On this conception successful politics 

requires immorality: one must often have morally “dirty hands” to be a successful 

politician. The liberal tradition in politics rejects such realism: politics is neither above nor 

outside the claims of morality.  (ii) The first view is puzzling: why should the fact (if it be a 

fact) that political success requires immorality be a reason to ignore morality rather than to 

forgo political success? If a trade union official told us that success for the union requires 

immorality, we would hardly think that this excuses her immorality. A moral plausible 

view is that while morality applies to the government, it is an entirely different morality: 

the state, we are told by some, cannot be guilty of personal immorality — it is held 
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accountable to a higher morality: “successful political action” is “itself inspired by the 

moral principle of national survival,” and so politicians have no “moral right” to sacrifice 

their state in the pursuit of fidelity to the principles of individual morality.52  This special 

“morality of the state” is also rejected by the liberal tradition: there is not one morality for 

persons and a different one for states, as if states were not composed of individuals with 

commitments to respect the moral personality of others. (iii) However, to deny that there is 

a special morality of the state is not to deny that that the special circumstances of politics 

may allow for justifying acts that otherwise would be wrong. Liberals (although not 

perhaps libertarians) accept that the conditions under which the agents of the state can 

justifiably employ coercion differ from the conditions under which private individuals may. 

This, of course, is the fundamental concern of political philosophy: how does the state come 

to be authorized to employ coercion (such as to punish) while private individuals are not so 

authorized? To accept that the agents of the state are justified in employing coercion when 

non-state agents are not does not mean that the Non-coercion Principle fails to apply to 

governors: the liberal claims that there are arguments that meet the test of Liberal Moral 

Neutrality that, in some cases, allow only agents of the state to justifiably coerce. 

 The upshot is that unless we wish to join the realist in withdrawing politics from the 

purview of morality, or allow that the state is subject to its own special morality of national 

interest, the actions of those who are agents of the state must conform to requirements of 

morality, specifically the Non-coercion Principle, and the only way to overcome the 

presumption against coercion is though a justification that conforms to the demands of 

Liberal Moral Neutrality.  We thus have:  
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Liberal Political Neutrality: An agent of the state when coercing a citizen, or participating 
in the authorization of such coercion, must be neutral between that citizen and any 
other citizen: the justification of the state official’s coercion must not treat differentially 
reasonable and reflective citizen’s differences in their evaluative standards. 

Notice that we have switched our focus from moral persons to citizens. For the most part, I 

shall leave open the relation between these two classes. We do need to suppose that all 

member of the class of citizens are also free and equal moral persons, since the moral 

foundations of Liberal Political Neutrality lie in Liberal Moral Neutrality. Perhaps all moral 

persons residing within a justification should be considered as citizens (I am certainly 

sympathetic to this proposal); however, I shall leave open the possibility that that some 

moral persons within a jurisdiction (i.e., resident aliens) might be excluded from the class of 

citizens. This is an important issue in political theory, but we cannot pause to discuss it 

here. Nothing I say in what follows turns on this point. 

 

3.3 The coercive nature of the state 

Does Liberal Political Neutrality apply to all, or only some, action by state officials?  John 

Stuart Mill distinguished authoritative from non-authoritative interventions by 

government; while the former take the form of a command backed by enforcement, the 

latter gives advice and information, or establishes an agency to deal with a problem while 

allowing others to compete.53 Although the government threatening drug users with prison 

sentences is indeed an act of coercion, drug education programs, on Mil’s view, would not 

be coercive. George Sher makes much of this point. In order to promote certain aims, 

governments might offer rewards, engage in economic policies that favor the aim, fund 
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educational programs, and so on.54 If these policies are not coercive, then they do not fall 

under the Non-coercion Principle. 

 What is sometimes called the “libertarian” response must be right here: each of the 

supposedly non-coercive measures is only possible because of a prior act of coercion, be it 

threats associate with the tax code, threats that back up banking regulations (relevant, say, 

to setting interest rates), and so on. The action “conduct an educational program” 

presupposes the action “raise via taxation the revenues to conduct the program.” Assuming 

the former is impossible without the latter, it is inappropriate to separately evaluate them. 

An act that depends on having certain resources or powers cannot be evaluated without 

consideration of the legitimacy of obtaining those resources or powers. Here at least is a 

case where the dictum that “He who wills the end must also will the means” is appropriate: 

to insist that there is nothing coercive about the end, when the only way to achieve the end 

is through a coercive means, is disingenuous. To say that it is not coercive to spend your 

money, even though I must use coercion to get my hands on it, hardly seems convincing. 

The object of evaluation should be the complex act {raise revenues through taxation & 

spend them on an educational program}. That the complex should be the focus of 

evaluation is by no means simply a libertarian view: the American Civil Liberties Union 

sues public authorities that use tax money to advertise religion (say, by using public 

workers to erect signs saying “Jesus is Lord”). 55  The idea is that this is not a mere 

educational measure that does not impose burdens on some; it does impose burdens that 

must be born by dissenting citizens because of threats of punishment by the Internal 

Revenue Service.  
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 It can, though, plausibly be maintained that some state actions are less coercive than 

others. Just as a threat of a short prison sentence is less coercive than threat of a long one, 

and threat of a small fine is less coercive than threat of a moderate jail term, so too the 

coercion involved in an extra one percent marginal tax rate is typically less coercive than 

the threat of jail.56 Thus, if we concern ourselves with the strength of the justifications 

required to legitimate the coercion, then a distinction between stronger and milder forms of 

coercion will be relevant.57 But that distinction is not relevant to the Non-coercion Principle, 

which concerns the set of actions that require justification. 

 

4. THE IMPLICATIONS OF LIBERAL POLITICAL NEUTRALITY 

4.1 The demanding nature of Liberal Political Neutrality 

To paraphrase Robert Nozick, so strong and far-reaching is Liberal Political Neutrality that 

it raises the question of what, if anything, the officials of the state may do.58  It is unclear 

whether much in the way of public policy survives the neutrality test. Since we have seen 

that whenever state officials act they participate in a coercion-authorizing process, to 

implement any such policy would require a justification that does not exploit differences in 

the evaluative standards of reasonable and reflective citizens — i.e., is neutral between 

them. Some may think that this is not terribly demanding. It is reasonable to suppose that, 

after all, citizens do share many evaluative standards. Although we may not have 

consensus on a full-fledged conception of the good, we might still identify “a public 

conception of the good”: there might be substantive shared values that are a matter of 

overlapping consensus of everyone’s conceptions of the good — say, health, security and 

happiness.59 Suppose, for example, that some evaluative standard Σ is shared by all. Then it 
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would seem that an appeal to Σ in a justification for policy P would not run afoul of Liberal 

Political Neutrality: implementing policy P treats all citizens neutrally since the justification 

for it does not appeal to their reasonable differences in evaluative standards. But this moves 

too quickly, for we need to take account of different citizens’ rankings of their evaluative 

standards. R does not justify a policy consistent with neutrality unless it would be accepted 

by all fully rational and reflective citizens. Now although a rational Betty might reject R as a 

reason because it appeals to an evaluative standard that she does not share, she will also 

reasonably reject it as a good reason in favor of P when it appeals to a ranking of evaluative 

standards that she does not share; R may be a reason in favor of P, but it is overridden in 

her ranking by R*, which is a reason against P. According to Milton Rokeach, a 

psychologist, Americans agree in affirming a set of thirty-six values; what they differ on is 

“the way they organize them to form value hierarchies or priorities.”60 If so, our main 

disagreements are not about what is of value (what is an evaluative standard), but the 

relative importance of our evaluative standards. Even if everyone agrees, say, that smoking 

causes cancer and that this is a reason for a policy discouraging smoking, rational people 

clearly do disagree about whether the pleasures are worth the risk of death. Given that 

rational people weigh the relative values of pleasure and safety differently, coercive acts 

that can only be justified on the grounds that the pleasure does not outweigh the risk to 

health fail to provide a neutral case. Thus, although the badness of ill health caused by 

smoking can be invoked in a neutral justification, that its badness outweighs the goodness 

of the pleasure of smoking cannot; and without that, no state policies discouraging smoking 

will be justified. This has direct relevance to United States drug policy, which is based on 
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certain middle class value rankings, and which results in policies that place inordinate costs 

on the poor.61  

 This fundamental point deserves emphasis. Political philosophers are usually insensitive 

to what economists call “opportunity costs”: the cost of getting one thing you value is that 

you must forgo something else you value.62  It is often assumed that once we recognize a 

shared value, we have the basis for a neutral policy: but everything depends on whether 

achieving this shared value requires that some give up something of greater value. If it 

does, then for those citizens pursuing this shared value is irrational: they are giving up 

something more important for something they prize less. So it does no good to simply point 

to shared value: we must point to a shared ranking of values, so that all rational and 

reflective citizens will agree that achieving this value is more important than any other 

values that might be achieved. But this is a daunting task: rational and reflective, free and 

equal persons appear to disagree deeply on the rankings of their evaluative standards 

(what is a “conception of the good” but a scheme in which values are weighted?). It looks as 

if almost any collective pursuit of values will involve some citizens being coerced into 

pursuing a value than is less important to them than a value they had to give up (say, 

because they were taxed for the collectively pursued value). 

 Some try to blunt the radical implications of Liberal Political Neutrality by restricting the 

range of the neutrality principle (the class of cases covered by φ) to a small set of basic 

political matters.63 Rawls, for example, appears to restrict φ to constitutional issues or 

matters of basic justice: unless an issue concerns a “constitutional essential” neutrality does 

not apply — apparently non-neutral justifications can be employed in everyday (non-

constitutional) politics. Can they?  Suppose that we have a neutral justification of a 
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constitution, and now are advocating policy P, which is not itself about a constitutional 

matter. There are two possibilities. It might be that the constitution which is, ex hypothesi 

neutrally justified, authorizes P. In this case P does have a neutral justification insofar as it is 

justified through the constitution which is neutrally justified. The issue, though, is whether 

a constitution with extensive authorizations of this sort could be neutrally justified. It seems 

doubtful indeed that, for example, a constitution that allows the government to use taxation 

to discourage smoking, encourage a healthy life-style, regulate drugs, fund the arts, go to 

war to spread democracy, seek to advance human flourishing, protect the family, or 

promote community, is capable of neutral public justification. Given what has been said 

above, there is a strong presumption that all coerced citizens could not be given impartial 

reasons of the requisite sort for granting the state authority over these matters. The other 

alternative is that the constitution is neutrally justified, but only the constitution; there is no 

indirect neutral justification via the constitution for policy P. The case for P is another 

matter entirely, outside of the scope of Liberal Political Neutrality. But this implies that P is 

a coercive act without adequate justification and, so wrong. Neutrality cannot be restricted 

to a certain “level” because the Non-coercion Principle is fully general principle, applying 

to all coercive acts.  

 

4.2 The specter of anarchism? 

If Liberal Political Neutrality is that demanding, is any law justified? Do we end up with 

anarchism? Everything I have thus far said about public policies that seek to advance 

values such as health would seem to apply to matters of basic political justice, such as a 

regime of property rights. While every rational and reflective citizen may agree that some 
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system of property rights is better than none (for then we avoid the state of nature, where 

there is no “mine and thine”), no argument for a specific system of property can function as 

a neutral justification of the requisite sort, as it will be rationally rejected either by some. 

Some will, say, rank a libertarian system of property higher than a welfare state system, 

while others will have evaluative standards that lead them to the reverse ranking. The 

difference between the smoking case and the property rights case lies in where the option 

“no policy at all in this matter” is on each rational citizen’s rankings. Suppose that all 

rational citizens endorse or prefer systems of property {Pr1, Pr2, Pr3} over no system of 

property rights, but some prefer no system of property rights over {Pr4, Pr5}. If so there is a 

Liberal Political Neutralist justification for selecting from the set of {Pr1, Pr2, Pr3}; our 

evaluative standards converge on the conclusion that any member of that set is better than 

no property regime at all. What is required next — and this is where democracy enters in — 

is a justified procedure to select from that set.64 If we have such a procedure, then we will 

have a fully justified system of property rights despite the disagreements about what is the 

best system — disagreements on the relative merits of {Pr1, Pr2, Pr3}. In contrast, in the 

typical public policy case, at least over a very wide range of issues, for each and every policy 

P in the set of options, a number of citizens rank P as inferior to “no policy at all on this 

matter.” No policy whatsoever will be preferred, first, by those who prefer no policy to 

every policy, and so rank P and all other policies behind no policy at all (e.g., classical 

liberals regarding pornography regulation). Second, P will also be ranked worse than no 

policy at all by those who prefer some other policy P* to no policy at all, but prefer no 

policy at all to P.65 Thus on issues where some rational citizens fall into one of these two 

groups no public justification of P can be advanced. Of course, if there is a public 
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justification for some policy on this matter (for example, regarding a public good such as 

pollution control), and P is in the set of admissible policies, then we move to a case like that 

of property rights. It is very likely, though, that once we take account of comparative 

judgments, Liberal Political Neutrality precludes a great deal of contemporary legislation. 

 

 4.3 Liberal Political Neutrality: critical or apologetic?  

Liberal Political Neutrality is a radical principle: it expresses a suspicion that coercion 

threatens subjugation and, based on our understanding of others as free and equal moral 

persons, advances a demanding test to overcome this suspicion. Pace almost all 

contemporary advocates of Liberal Neutrality, I have argued that Liberal Political 

Neutrality is genuinely liberal in the sense that it is suspicious of all coercion and drastically 

limits the scope of government. Many of the things that contemporary states do fail the test 

of Liberal Political Neutrality — which is to say that contemporary states are not genuinely 

liberal. Some advocates of “liberal neutrality” see this conclusion as a reductio ad absurdum.66 

To these liberals, any adequate conception of liberal neutrality must show that most of what 

contemporary governments do is justified. Thus some tell us that if a conception of liberal 

neutrality excludes, say, public school classes in drama and music, it is shown to be an 

absurd conception.67 This common view presupposes what liberals must question: that state 

coercion is justified. I see no good reason to accept what amounts to conception of political 

philosophy as an apology for the current state. To appropriate a contemporary if not 

pellucid term, in the eyes of liberals the state is problematic. That is why the classic social 

contract theories begin with the state of nature — a condition without any government — 

and seek to show that construction of a limited government is consistent with moral 
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principles. Current advocates of neutrality work the other way around: they start with 

government as we know it and test moral principles by showing that they justify it. 

 Even supposing it is true that “daily politics is irretrievably perfectionist” — that the aim 

of politics is to make people more autonomous, or healthier, or wiser, or more family-

oriented, or more God-fearing — this would by no means show that anti-perfectionism is 

absurd or misguided.68  If compelling moral claims show that most state coercion is unjust, 

then the loser is state coercion, not these fundamental moral convictions. Liberal moral 

principles are indeed “self-stultifying” 69  when what is being stultified is unjustified 

coercion of some by others. Morality stultifies a host of things that we may wish to do, 

including making others more perfect in our own eyes.  
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